
Richard  III,  2nd  edition, Philadelphia, 1909) there is a footnote on page 98 which
quotes the  whole verse  and says that it is to be found in The  Second Part  of King
Edward  the  Fourth  by Thomas Heywood. Investigation of the play, which  covers
the  first  pan of the reign of Richard III as  well  as the  last  part of  Edward  IV’s,
shows  this indeed to be the case. The additional  lines (see  Act 5, Scene 1,
pp.182—3  of the Shakespeare  Society edition, 1842) are not in fact there  attributed
to Colyngbourne, but to one Fogg (not Sir  John  Fogg). Since Heywood’s play
was published in 1600, and no older  source  has come to light, it  seems fairly clear
that these  mysterious additional  lines were  written  by Heywood as part of his
play, and owe nothing except their inspiration to any other  source.

Book Review

BRITISH LIBRARY HARLEIAN MANUSCRIPT 433, ed. Rosemary Hon-ox
and P. W. Hammond: Vol. I: Register of  Grants  for the  reigns  of Edward  V  and
Richard 111 (Richard  111 Society, London, 1979).

This carefully edited  and magnificently produced  volume  is the  first  of four,
and in it are printed  folios l  to 105 of the  manuscript  as  well  as a  learned
introduction by Dr Horrox and a Foreword by Professor  Charles  Ross.  Volume
II will cover folios 106 to 220 and should appear  early in 1980; volume  111  will
contain folios 220 to 340, and volume IV  will  consist of the indexes of names,
g‘liaces and  offices, and thus give  this  important historical tool its analytical cutting

gc.
It is strange that a document so crucial to an understanding of Richard III’s

reign has not been  published  in  full  before, however much it has been used by
historians. It has, of  course, been excellently explained as a document by Dr
Horrox  herself  in The  Ricardian  for  September  1979, so that the  best  this review
can do is to  praise  the scholarship of a major  work  which the editors  themselves
understandably and modestly do not do.

The manuscript as a whole is shown to be  contemporary and  consists of a
number  of  registers, bound  up together, of grants and other material  which were
authenticated by the  Signet  in the  reigns  of Edward V and Richard  III.  In some
sense  these  documents  were almost immediate  copies  of much  (but  not  all) of the
Signet material which itself was unfortunately lost in the fire of 1619. So it is a
lucky survivor, and  full  enough to  form  the most fundamental single archive for
the  reign  of Richard. It  mirrors  in detail—without  wholly reproducing—the
documentary archive nearest to the king at a time when the privy seal  itself  was
diminishing in importance.
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Every historian realises that an  institution, an event or a man can  only be
understood in the way the surviving evidence  will permit  and  shape
understanding:  hence, to take an obvious and  dramatic  example, much of the
argument  about parliament between those  who'have  concentrated  their  learning
on writs of  summons, petitions, rolls, statutes or  chronicles.  In a  lesser  way
Harleian  433 pushes its students in at least two directions: to a concentration
upon  a very personal part  of the royal  administration  and thus to answer the
question  ‘how did it work?’, and to a continuing and now popular interest in the
men  whom  the king rewarded, who helped by their loyalty (often) to defend him
and who formed in either a formal or informal sense his  government.  Apart  from
these important  if rather obvious lines of  enquiry, historical  thinkers  must invent
their  own methodology, which  has to be done  ever  anew and  usually by
conjoining different  kinds of  evidence.  But, to stay with Harleian 433, there are
certainly some  more  general political insights  which  the  editors  have rightly been
quick to  spell  out:  the unpopularity Richard  incurred  by calling for loans  (even
though  repayable after  18 months), and the  necessary switch of royal favour after
1483 towards  supporters from  northern England.  In general, a  patient  analysis
will  give  a  solid  picture  of the men about the king, what royal  service  cntailed, and
the  detail  of an administrative scope which  ranged from  high  policy to haymaking.
This is  obvious  enough in generality. But only those like the  editors  have  lived  a
long time  in that  world, and the rest of us who wish to understand more
systematically the  hands  and the  levers  of government  will  have to wait for the
most  important of all  these splendid volumes—the fourth.

Still, volume I has treasures of its own. The Edward V section shows a
slowing down of governmental  process  when Richard was  preparing to take the
crown, just  as  happened  later, during Buckingham’s  rebellion.  It shows too the
effectiveness of Gloucester’s will while he was  still  Protector, consolidating his
own  position  but using the servants of his dead  brother  to  supply his weakness in
the south of the country. It suggests  further  that a  number  of people in the south
were  hostile to the Woodvilles but  turned against  Richard when he  took  the throne
in  June  1483, so that after that event there was a massive  swing of patronage to
Richard IlI’s affinity and  a  consequent influx of northemers into the  south.  A. J.
Pollard  discussed  this  unpopular development  in 1977. An interesting irony is
spoken when Richard  proposed  to make his son Prince of Wales  (pp.8 1—83) and
declared that ‘.  .  .  among the  provinces subject  to us none requires separate and
immediate  rule under  us as much as the  principality of Wales, because of its
remote  position and because of the language and  customs of the  people, remote
from  those  of  other  areas,'and  the county of Chester  which  almost adjoins and
borders  it.’ But there is  more  than an easy laugh in the apparent paradox  when  we
realize  that his Cheshire retainers also  addressed  Richard II in his day familiarly
as ‘Dycun’ and chatted to him in  their  native dialect.‘ So it is that the  most  central
of  archives often  underscores  the regionalism of loyalties and the  provincialism  of
what must be  held  together as  a  country.

F. R. H. DJ  but.“

1.  Michael  J. Bennet,  ‘Sir  Gawain  and the  Green Knight  and the literary achievement of the north-west
Midlands: the historical background’, in  Journal  of  Medieval  History,  5  (I979), 83.
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Classified  advertisements can be  accepted  at 4p per  word.  It would be  appreciated
if advertisers forwarded  remittances together with copy to be inserted to The
Editor, 11  Eton Avenue, London  N.W.3.  Cheques  or  postal  orders  should  be
crossed and  made payable  to the  Richard  111 Society.

Other  advertisements can be  accepted for  publication  in the  Ricardian  and
Erayone interested in  taking space—full, half  or  quarter page—should contact  the

itor.

Member  urgently seeks  to buy copy of  Hutton’s  Bosworth Field.  This  book  is
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These  are  welcomed  from  all  members  on any subject  relevant to the  aims  of the
Society.  ‘These  may be  illustrated  by photographs (glossy prints showing good
contrast) or by line  drawings. All contributions, including advertisements  and

.  letters, must  be typewritten, with  double  spacing and adequate margins, on one
side  of the  paper  only.  Permission must be obtained for the use of copyright
material, but this is not usually necessary for  short  'quotes.  References and
footnotes  must  be  given  in one sequence at the end of the  article.  They must take
the form similar to the following examples; .

J. H. Ramsay, Lancaster  and  York, Vol.  2, Cambridge (1892), pp.485—6.

B. P. Wolfe, When and why did Hastings  lose  his  head?  English  Historical
Review, Vol.  89 (1974), pp.835—844.

Details need  not be given in  full  or sécond and subsequent  references  to the
same  source. '

Contributions for the March  Ricardian  or  Bulletin  must  reach  Anne  Sutton,
11  Eton Avenue, London, NW3 by 28th December. This does not apply to
articles  which  should  be  sent  well  m  advance and can be  sent at any time.


